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The Terms and Conditions listed below are incorporated by reference and made a part of this Contract. Unless otherwise limited in this Contract, each document applies in its entirety.

In the event of a conflict between the version or date of a clause set forth in this document and the version or date of a clause set forth in the identified CorpDocs, the version or date of the clauses set forth in this document shall take precedence.

To the extent that any clause included in this PSFD is inapplicable to the performance of this Contract, the Parties shall consider such clauses to be self-deleting and shall not impose any obligations upon the SELLER.

PART I. DELETIONS: The following clauses are deleted in their entirety from the applicable CorpDocs incorporated into this Contract.

RESERVED

PART II. MODIFICATIONS: The dates or versions of the following FAR, DFARS and other agency clauses are modified as follows and are incorporated into the Contract:

RESERVED

PART III. ADDITIONS: The following FAR, DFARS and other agency clauses are incorporated into this Contract in addition to those set out in the applicable CorpDocs:

DFARS 252.209-7010 CRITICAL SAFETY ITEMS (AUG 2011) (Applies if critical safety items covered by the clause will be furnished by subcontractor).

DFARS 252.211-7006 PASSIVE RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (JUN 2016) (Applies if the subcontractor will make direct shipments meeting the criteria at FAR 211.275-2 to the Government of items covered by the clause.)

DFARS 252.211-7007 REPORTING OF GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY (AUG 2012) (Applies if SELLER will be in possession of Government property for the performance of this Contract.)
DFARS 252.211-7008 USE OF GOVERNMENT-ASSIGNED SERIAL NUMBERS (SEP 2010) (Applies if the supplier will be in the possession of Government property for the performance of the subcontract. Not applicable if Lockheed Martin will assume responsibility for marking the property).

DFARS 252.219-7004 SMALL BUSINESS SUBCONTRACTING PLAN (TEST PROGRAM) (OCT 2014) (Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

DFARS 252.225-7027 RESTRICTION ON CONTINGENT FEES FOR FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (APR 2003) (The reference to the clause in paragraph (a) means FAR 52.203-5. The blank in paragraph (b)(1) is completed with "any Government." Subparagraph (b)(2) is deleted.)

DFARS 252.225-7028 EXCLUSIONARY POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS (APR 2003) (Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101.)

DFARS 252.225-7032 WAIVER OF UNITED KINGDOM LEVIES – EVALUATION OF OFFERS (APR 2003) (Applies if SELLER is a United Kingdom firm. "Contracting Officer means "Lockheed Martin.")

DFARS 252.227-7038 ALT I – ALTERNATE I – PATENT RIGHTS-OWNERSHIP BY THE CONTRACTOR (LARGE BUSINESS) (Applies if this subcontract involves experimental, developmental, or research work and this Contract is for the acquisition of patent rights for the benefit of a foreign government under a treaty or executive agreement.)

DFARS 252.228-7001 GROUND AND FLIGHT RISK (JUN 2010) (In paragraph (a)(1)(i) "this Contract" means "the prime contract." The following is added at the beginning of the clause: "Communications between SELLER and the Government shall be made through Lockheed Martin. Any equitable adjustment provided for this clause shall be implemented in this Contract to the extent such adjustment is implemented in the prime contract." Subparagraphs (d)(2)(ii), (d)(3)(ii) and the last sentence of subparagraph (j)(2) are deleted. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

DFARS 252.229-7006 VALUE ADDED TAX EXCLUSION (UNITED KINGDOM) (DEC 2011) (Applies if SELLER is a United Kingdom firm. "This Contract" means "the prime contract." Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

DFARS 252.234-7002 EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (MAY 2011) ("Government" means "Lockheed Martin and Government." Paragraphs (i) and (j) are deleted. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101. Applies to cost or incentive contracts valued at $20,000,000 or more.).


DFARS 252.239-7000 PROTECTION AGAINST COMPROMISING EMANATIONS (JUN 2004) (Applies to all subcontracts where the subcontractor will perform classified work. “Contracting Officer” means "Lockheed Martin." "Government" means "Lockheed Martin and the Government" in paragraphs (c) and (d).)

DFARS 252.239-7001 INFORMATION ASSURANCE CONTRACTOR TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION (JAN 2008) (Applicable to all subcontracts where subcontractor personnel will access DoD information systems.)

DFARS 252.239-7016 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SECURITY EQUIPMENT, DEVICES, TECHNIQUES, AND SERVICES (DEC 1991) (Applies to all subcontracts which require securing telecommunications; not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).
DFARS 252.243-7002 REQUESTS FOR EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT (DEC 2012) ("Government" means "Lockheed Martin"; not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

DFARS 252.245-7001 TAGGING, LABELING, AND MARKING OF GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY (APR 2012) (Applies to all subcontracts where the items furnished by the subcontractor will be subject to serialized tracking.)

DFARS 252.245-7004 REPORTING, REUTILIZATION, AND DISPOSAL (MAR 2015) (Applies to subcontracts that will require Government property to be located at subcontractor facilities. "Contracting Officer" means Lockheed Martin.)

DFARS 252.246-7000 MATERIAL INSPECTION AND RECEIVING (MAR 2008) (Applies if this Contract requires delivery of Items directly to the Government.)

DFARS 252.246-7007 CONTRACTOR COUNTERFEIT ELECTRONIC PART DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM (MAY 2014) (Paragraph (a) through (e) apply. To the extent this clause conflicts with other provisions of this Contract, this clause shall prevail. In paragraph (c)(2) "Government" means "Lockheed Martin and the Government." In paragraph (c)(6) "Contracting Officer" means "Lockheed Martin and the Contracting Officer.")

FAR 52.203-19 PROHIBITION ON REQUIRING CERTAIN INTERNAL CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS OR STATEMENTS (JAN 2017)

FAR 52.215-12 SUBCONTRACTOR CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA (DEVIATION 2018-O0015) (MAY 2018) (Applies if this Contract exceeds the threshold for submission of certified cost or pricing data at FAR 15.403-4 and is not otherwise exempt from the requirement to provide cost or pricing data.)

FAR 52.215-13 SUBCONTRACTOR CERTIFIED COST OR PRICING DATA-MODIFICATIONS (DEVIATION 2018-O0015) (MAY 2018) (Applies if this Contract exceeds the threshold for submission of cost or pricing data at FAR 15.403-4 and modifications are not otherwise exempt from the requirement to provide certified cost or pricing data.)

FAR 52.215-23 ALT I – ALTERNATE I – LIMITATIONS ON PASS-THROUGH CHARGES (OCT 2009) (Applies to both cost-reimbursement subcontracts and fixed-price subcontracts, except those identified in 15.408(n)(2)(i)(B)(2), that exceed the threshold for obtaining cost or pricing data in accordance with FAR 15.403-4. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

FAR 52.216-16 INCENTIVE PRICE REVISION FIRM TARGET (OCT 1997) ("Contracting Officer," "Contract Administrative Office" and "Government" mean "Lockheed Martin." Paragraph (i) is deleted. The blanks in the clause are completed with the amounts specified in the Contract. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101)

FAR 52.216-16 ALT I – ALTERNATE I – INCENTIVE PRICE REVISION-FIRM TARGET (APR 1984) ("Contracting Officer," "Contract Administrative Office" and "Government" mean "Lockheed Martin." Paragraph (i) is deleted. The blanks in the clause are completed with the amounts specified in the contract. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101)

FAR 52.223-3 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION AND MATERIAL SAFETY DATA (JAN 1997) (Applies if this Contract involves hazardous materials. "Contracting Officer" means "Lockheed Martin;" "Government" means "Lockheed Martin and the Government.")
This original contains provisions from the Lot 12-14 prime contract issued by the U.S. Government’s F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program Office (JSFPO) and are subject to modification once Lot 15 prime contract terms and conditions between Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co. and the JSFPO are executed.

FAR 52.228-3 WORKERS’ COMPENSATION INSURANCE (DEFENSE BASE ACT) (JUL 2014) (Applies if SELLER will perform work subject to the Defense Base Act 42 U.S.C. 1651 et seq.)

FAR 52.228-4 WORKERS’ COMPENSATION AND WAR-HAZARD INSURANCE OVERSEAS (APR 1984)

FAR 52.229-8 TAXES FOREIGN COST REIMBURSEMENT CONTRACTS (MAR 1990) (In paragraph (b), “Contracting Officer” and “Government of the United States” mean “Lockheed Martin.” The blank is completed with information specified elsewhere in the Contract. Does not apply for Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101.)

FAR 52.232-17 INTEREST (MAY 2014) (“Government” means “Lockheed Martin.” Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

FAR 52.232-39 UNENFORCEABILITY OF UNAUTHORIZED OBLIGATIONS (JUN 2013) (Applies to subcontracts where software or services will be retransferred to the Government.)

FAR 52.245-9 USE AND CHARGES (APR 2012) (Applies to subcontracts where Government property will be provided. Communications with the Government under this clause will be made through Lockheed Martin. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

FAR 52.246-2 ALT I – ALTERNATE I – INSPECTION OF SUPPLIES FIXED-PRICE (JUL 1985) (“Government” means “Lockheed Martin and the Government” except in paragraphs (f), (j), and (l) where it means “Lockheed Martin.” “Contracting Officer” means “Lockheed Martin.” Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

FAR 52.246-8 INSPECTION OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COST REIMBURSEMENT (MAY 2001) (“Government” means "Lockheed Martin" except (1) in paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) where it means "Lockheed Martin and the Government." and (2) in paragraph (k) where the term is unchanged. Applies if this Contract is a cost reimbursement contract for research and development.)

FAR 52.246-15 CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMANCE (APR 1984) (Applies to subcontractors that will make direct shipments to the Government and there is no intervening acceptance by Lockheed Martin.)

FAR 52.247-64 ALT I – ALTERNATE I – PREFERENCE FOR PRIVATELY OWNED U.S.-FLAG COMMERCIAL VESSELS (APR 2003) (Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101. In the last sentence of paragraph (c) “Subcontractor” means “SELLER and lower term subcontractor.” "Contracting Officer" means "Lockheed Martin.”)

FAR 52.249-9 DEFAULT (FIXED-PRICE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT) (APR 1984) (“Government” and "Contracting Officer" mean "Lockheed Martin" except in paragraph (c) where the term "Government" is unchanged. Applies if this Contract is a Fixed-Price contract for research and development.)

NAVAIR 5252.204-9501 NATIONAL STOCK NUMBERS (MAR 2007) (Applies to all subcontracts except subcontracts for items that will be incorporated into higher-level assemblies where the item is not separately purchasable (such as for spares) and where the item loses its individual identity in the higher-level assembly, or subcontracts where the item purchased will not be delivered to the Government under the prime contract. "Contracting Officer" means "Lockheed Martin"; not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

(a) This clause applies to supplies that are stock numbered under Federal Catalog System procedures.
(b) Unless otherwise authorized by the Contracting Officer, in writing, the Contractor shall not deliver any supplies until the supplies have been marked with a National Stock Number. All available National Stock Numbers will be furnished by the Government. If National Stock Numbers are not furnished by the Government in time to meet the delivery schedule for the supplies, the Contractor may present the supplies that are scheduled for delivery to the Contracting Officer for acceptance. The Contracting Officer may accept such supplies without National Stock Numbers and the Government will pay the Contractor therefore, provided that title to the supplies is vested in the Government.

(c) The term "Federal Stock Number" (FSN), which may be referred to in the specifications of this Contract or elsewhere in this Contract, shall mean "National Stock Number" (NSN), and the term "Federal Item Identification Number", wherever it appears, shall mean "National Item Identification Number".

(As used in the foregoing clause, the term "Contracting Officer" shall mean the "Administrative Contracting Officer" (ACO) with respect to provisioned items and other supplies ordered by the ACO.)

NAVAIR 5252.204-9504 DISCLOSURE OF CONTRACT INFORMATION (JAN 2007) (Communications with the Contracting Officer shall be made through Lockheed Martin. In paragraph (b), 10 days is changed to 20 days.)

(a) The Contractor shall not release to anyone outside the Contractor's organization any unclassified information (e.g., announcement of contract award), regardless of medium (e.g., film, tape, document), pertaining to any part of this Contract or any program related to this Contract, unless the Contracting Officer has given prior written approval.

(b) Requests for approval shall identify the specific information to be released, the medium to be used, and the purpose for the release. The Contractor shall submit its request to the Contracting Officer at least ten (10) days before the proposed date for release.

(c) The Contractor agrees to include a similar requirement in each subcontract under this Contract. Subcontractors shall submit requests for authorization to release through the prime contractor to the Contracting Officer.

NAVAIR 5252.211-9510 CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES (MAY 2011)

(a) In all situations where contractor personnel status is not obvious, all contractor personnel are required to identify themselves to avoid creating an impression to the public, agency officials, or Congress that such contractor personnel are Government officials. This can occur during meeting attendance, through written (letter or email) correspondence or verbal discussions (in person or telephonic), when making presentations, or in other situations where their contractor status is not obvious to third parties. This list is not exhaustive. Therefore, the contractor employee(s) shall:

(1) Not by word or deed give the impression or appearance of being a Government employee;

(2) Wear appropriate badges visible above the waist that identify them as contractor employees when in Government spaces, at a Government-sponsored event, or an event outside normal work spaces in support of the Contract/order;

(3) Clearly identify themselves as contractor employees in telephone conversations and in all formal and informal written and electronic correspondence. Identification shall include the name of the company for whom they work;
(4) Identify themselves by name, their company name, if they are a subcontractor the name of the prime contractor their company is supporting, as well as the Government office they are supporting when participating in meetings, conferences, and other interactions in which all parties are not in daily contact with the individual contractor employee; and

(5) Be able to provide, when asked, the full number of the contract/order under which they are performing, and the name of the Contracting Officer’s Representative.

(b) If wearing a badge is a risk to safety and/or security, then an alternative means of identification maybe utilized if endorsed by the Contracting Officer’s Representative and approved by the Contracting Officer.

(c) The Contracting Officer will make final determination of compliance with regulations with regard to proper identification of contractor employees.

NAVAIR 252.223-9500 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS (JAN 1991)

For contracts performed within the jurisdiction of the San Diego, California, Air Pollution Control District (implemented pursuant to stipulated Conditional Order of Abatement [Petition No. 1371] issued by San Diego, California, Air Pollution Control District and agreed to by the U.S. Navy). Notwithstanding that this Contract may require the use of paints or coatings which do not meet state or district requirements for reduced volatile organic compounds (“VOC’s”), SELLER must comply with all federal, state, and local regulatory requirements respecting air quality and emission limitations. It remains SELLER’s responsibility to meet the requirements for reduced VOC’s even where to do so will require the use of engineering controls or other special painting equipment.

NAVAIR 5252.227-9507 NOTICE REGARDING THE DISSEMINATION OF EXPORT-CONTROLLED TECHNICAL DATA (OCT 2005) (Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

(a) Export of information contained herein, which includes release to foreign nationals within the United States, without first obtaining approval or license from the Department of State for items controlled by the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITARS), or the Department of Commerce for items controlled by the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), may constitute a violation of law.

(b) For violation of export laws, the contractor, its employees, officials or agents are subject to:

(1) Imprisonment and/or imposition of criminal fines; and

(2) Suspension or debarment from future Government contracting actions.

(c) The Government shall not be liable for any unauthorized use or release of export-controlled information, technical data or specifications in this Contract.

(d) The contractor shall include the provisions or paragraphs (a) through (c) above in any subcontracts awarded under this contract.

NAVAIR 5252.227-9511 DISCLOSURE, USE, AND PROTECTION OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION (FEB 2009) (Applies to subcontracts where subcontractor proprietary information may be accessed by Government support contractors. The term “prime contractor” means “SELLER.”)
(a) During the performance of this Contract, the Government may use an independent services contractor (ISC) who is neither an agent nor employee of the Government. The ISC may be used to conduct reviews, evaluations, or independent verification and validations of technical documents submitted to the Government during performance.

(b) The use of an ISC is solely for the convenience of the Government. The ISC has no obligation to the prime contractor. The prime contractor is required to provide full cooperation, working facilities and access to the ISC for the purposes stated in paragraph (a) above.

(c) Since the ISC is neither an employee nor an agent of the Government, any findings, recommendations, analyses, or conclusions of such a contractor are not those of the Government.

(d) The prime contractor acknowledges that the Government has the right to use ISCs as stated in paragraph (a) above. It is possible that under such an arrangement the ISC may require access to or the use of information (other than restricted cost or pricing data), which is proprietary to the prime contractor.

(e) To protect any such proprietary information from disclosure or use, and to establish the respective rights and duties of both the ISC and prime contractor, the prime contractor agrees to enter into a direct agreement with any ISC as the Government requires. A properly executed copy (per FAR 9.505-4) of the agreement will be provided to the Procuring Contracting Officer.

NAVAIR 5252.228-9501 LIABILITY INSURANCE (MAR 1999) (Applies to all subcontracts that require work on a Government installation.)

The following types of insurance are required in accordance with the clause entitled, 52.228-7 “Insurance – Liability to Third Persons” and shall be maintained in the minimum amounts shown:

(a) Comprehensive General Liability: $200,000 per person and $500,000 per accident for bodily injury.

(b) Automobile Insurance: $200,000 per person and $500,000 per accident for bodily injury and $500,000 per accident for property damage.

(c) Standard Workman’s Compensation and Employer’s Liability Insurance (or, where maritime employment is involved, Longshoremen’s and Harbor Worker’s Compensation Insurance) in the minimum amount of $100,000.

(d) Aircraft public and passenger liability: $200,000 per person and $500,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, other than passenger liability; $500,000 per occurrence for property damage. Passenger bodily injury liability limits of $200,000 per passenger, multiplied by the number of seats or number of passengers, whichever is greater.

NAVAIR 5252.247-9508 PROHIBITED PACKING MATERIALS (JUN 1998) (Applies if SELLER will make shipments under this Contract directly to the Government. Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101).

The use of asbestos, excelsior, newspaper or shredded paper (all types including waxed paper, computer paper, and similar hygroscopic or non-neutral material) is prohibited. In addition, loose fill polystyrene is prohibited for shipboard use.
NAVAIR 5252.247-9509 PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, PACKING, AND MARKING (JUL 1998) (Applies if SELLER will make shipments under this Contract directly to the Government. In subparagraph (b), "Contract Number" means "Lockheed Martin's prime contract number and the number assigned to this Contract.")

(a) Preservation, packaging, and packing shall conform to prevailing industry standards for the type of commodity purchased under this Contract.

(b) All packages will be clearly marked with applicable contract number/delivery order number and will contain appropriate packing slip.

(c) In the event of any discrepancy in material shipped (overage, technical rejection, damage), the contractor shall, immediately upon request of the Contracting Officer, furnish disposition instructions. Normally, such disposition instruction shall be a properly completed Commercial Bill of Lading which includes, but is not limited to, the mode of shipment, routing, special handling, and so forth.

(d) If the contractor is required to install equipment upon delivery, then the contractor shall inform the Government of the date of shipment from the contractor’s facilities and the anticipated date of arrival at the site. This report shall be made no later than the actual date that the shipment is made from the contractor’s facilities. The report may be made by facsimile or e-mail, to the point of contact listed in Section G. All transportation, rigging, drayage, packing, unpacking, and handling necessary to accomplish the installation shall be the responsibility of the contractor.

NAVAIR 5252.247-9510 PRESERVATION, PACKAGING, PACKING, AND MARKING FOR FOREIGN MILITARY SALES (FMS) REQUIREMENTS (OCT 2005) (Applies if SELLER will make shipments under this Contract directly to the Government.)

(a) Unless specified elsewhere in the Contract, packing and packaging shall comply with MIL-STD-129. Packing and packaging materials shall provide protection from abuse during handling and from environmental, magnetic, and electrical damage during handling and subsequent future storage, possibly under less than desirable conditions.

(b) Marking: All unit and exterior containers/packs shall as a minimum be marked as follows:

(1) FMS Case Number.
(2) Part Number (with CAGE Code).
(3) For – the organization/address the material is shipped to.
(4) The applicable MILSTRIP number (identified separately for each line item of the contract/delivery order).
(5) Project Code number.
(6) Project Directive Line Item (PDLI) Number.
(7) Requisition Serial Number (RSN).
(8) Quantity.
(9) From – the contractor’s address shipped from.
(10) Ship to – the shipping address provided in the Contract.
(11) Transportation Priority.
(12) Required Delivery Date.

(c) The contractor shall affix labels to the outside of each external pack warning all handlers that fragile, delicate, etc., equipment is contained within and to warn against particular improper handling and storage procedures/conditions as may be applicable to the item(s) ordered.
PART IV. SECTION H – PRIME CONTRACT SPECIAL PROVISIONS

For purposes of this Section H, “Government” means the United States Government. The following Section H clauses are incorporated into the Contract in full-text:

H-1 – PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS FOR TECHNICAL DATA, COMPUTER SOFTWARE, AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION ACCESSED, DELIVERED, OR PROVIDED ELECTRONICALLY

Information, whether delivered pursuant to a data requirements list or provided in response to any other requirement contained in this Contract, which would be deemed “technical data” under DFARS 252.227-7013, Rights in Technical Data—Noncommercial Items (FEB 2014), or “computer software” and “computer software documentation” under DFARS 252.227-7014, Rights in Noncommercial Computer Software and Noncommercial Computer Software Documentation (FEB 2014), if it were delivered in written form, shall not lose its status as technical data, computer software, or computer software documentation solely because access by the Government, delivery by the Contractor, or provision by the Contractor is by electronic means. The rights of the Parties shall be as specified in DFARS 252.227-7013 and DFARS 252.227-7014.

H-23 – PRODUCTION NON-RECURRING (PNR) SPECIAL TOOLING, SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT, AND BAE SYSTEMS (OPERATIONS) LIMITED ADVANCED CAPITAL EQUIPMENT (APPLICABLE TO ITEMS 0001, 0012, 0014, 0015, 0016, 0096, AND 0098)

In the event the Parties discover that the special tooling and special test equipment set forth in this Contract includes a PNR item that may not be charged as a direct cost to this Contract because it is not special tooling or special test equipment as those terms are defined in FAR 2.101 or, with respect to BAE Systems (Operations) Limited advanced capital equipment, the Parties discover that a PNR item may not be charged as a direct cost to this Contract because direct charging is not permitted as specified above, such item shall be removed from the contracted ST/STE list and the estimated cost and fixed fee of the impacted CLIN shall be adjusted to reflect such removal.

H-29 – FINANCING PAYMENTS TO SUBCONTRACTORS

FAR 52.232-16 PROGRESS PAYMENTS (APR 2012) (Applicable to the SELLER only if LOCKHEED MARTIN concurs with SELLER’s request to be paid by means of progress payments, if applicable, in non-commercial contracts. "Contracting Officer" means "Lockheed Martin" except in paragraph (g) where it means "Lockheed Martin or Contracting Officer." "Government" means "Lockheed Martin" except: (1) in paragraphs (d), (e), and (j)(5) where the term is unchanged and (2) in paragraphs (g) and (i) where it means "Lockheed Martin and the Government." Not applicable to Commercial Items as defined in FAR 2.101.)

FAR 52.232-32 PERFORMANCE-BASED PAYMENTS (APR 2012) (Applicable to the SELLER only if under the Contract LOCKHEED MARTIN will be making financing payments to the SELLER in the form of performance-based payments and a Performance-Based Payment schedule is incorporated into this Contract. "Contracting Officer” and “Government” shall mean "Lockheed Martin” except with respect to title for property where the references to the Government shall be unchanged. Subparagraph (c)(2) of the clause is deleted.)

DFARS 252.232-7012 PERFORMANCE-BASED PAYMENTS – WHOLE-CONTRACT BASIS (MAR 2014) (Applicable to the SELLER only if under the Contract LOCKHEED MARTIN will be making financing payments to the SELLER in the form of performance-based payments and a Performance-Based Payment schedule is incorporated into this Contract.)
This original contains provisions from the Lot 12-14 prime contract issued by the U.S. Government’s F-35 Joint Strike Fighter Program Office (JSFPO) and are subject to modification once Lot 15 prime contract terms and conditions between Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Co. and the JSFPO are executed.